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Figure 1: Over the last five decades, the scope of GT has been broadened gradually. Many methods used in VIS for studying discourse corpora
fall within the scope of GT, and the combined uses of these methods can strengthen the GT applications in VIS.

Abstract
Grounded theory (GT) is a research methodology that entails a systematic workflow for theory generation grounded on emergent
data. In this paper, we juxtapose GT workflows with typical workflows in visualization and visual analytics, shortly VIS, revealing
the characteristics shared by these workflows. We explore the research landscape of VIS to observe where GT has been applied to
generate VIS theories, explicitly as well as implicitly. We discuss “why” GT can potentially play a significant role in VIS. We
outline a “how” methodology for conducting GT research in VIS, which addresses the need for theoretical advancement in VIS
while benefiting from other methods and techniques in VIS. We exemplify this “how” methodology by adopting GT approaches in
studying the messages posted on VisGuides — an Open Discourse Forum for discussing visualization guidelines.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms;

1. Introduction

Grounded theory (GT) is a well-established methodology in social
science to scrutinize a postulated theory by grounding it in data. As
depicted in Figure 1, GT was first proposed by Glaser and Strauss in
1967 for sociological research [GS67], and its scope has been further

broadened since 1990. In addition to disciplines in social science, it
has been applied to medicine, nursing, and computer science.

At a high level, GT workflows bear a strong resemblance to
visualization and visual analytics (VIS) workflows. Both types of
workflow aim to derive new knowledge from data (e.g., discovering
theories in GT), and enable human users to make data-informed
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decisions (e.g., determining categories for a concept). At a low
level, most GT workflows are yet to benefit significantly from VIS
techniques and tools. This motivates us with the first related question:
Should and can VIS techniques be deployed in GT workflows?

Meanwhile, while GT methods have been applied to study VIS
phenomena, the number of VIS publications that explicitly attributed
the work to GT is relatively small. This motivates us with the sec-
ond related question: Should and can GT methods be more widely
deployed in studying VIS phenomena?

This discourse paper, which follows the tradition of many dis-
course papers in VIS (Section 2), reports a qualitative analytical
investigation into the above two questions. In our investigation, we
first research the GT literature and map out different schools of
thought in GT. We conclude that classic GT would have welcomed
VIS if such technology had been available in the 1960s when GT
was first proposed. We find that modern GT encompasses computer-
assisted GT methods as well as empirical studies (Section 3). We
then compare a typical GT workflow with a typical VA workflow
and a typical hypothesis-testing workflow. We examined the similar-
ity and difference among them, and outlined a VIS4GT workflow
that falls within the scope of modern GT and is consistent with the
principles of classic GT (Section 4). We thus concluded that VIS
techniques should be deployed in GT workflows.

Building on the above discourse, we considered several areas
where VIS phenomena may be studied using GT methods, and dis-
covered that although the number of GT papers in VIS is small, there
have been many VIS research papers exhibiting GT-like research
methods. We thus concluded that GT methods should and can be
widely deployed in studying VIS phenomena (Section 5). Following
a brief discourse on the benefit of using GT in VIS, we analysed
our own experience of using GT in studying the discourse data on
visualization guidelines, and enriching our categorization effort with
VIS techniques and empirical studies (Section 6). We concluded
that VIS techniques can be deployed in GT workflows.

2. Related Work

In this section, we provide a summary review of discussions and
discourse papers in VIS. We then briefly review VIS publications
where GT methods were mentioned.

2.1. Discourse-based Research in VIS

In VIS, a good number of discourse papers have had significant influ-
ence on the subject development of VIS, including, e.g., Van Wijk’s
discourse on the value of visualization [VW05] and Munzner on
design workflows [Mun09]. The discourse on visual analytics (VA)
by Thomas and Cook [TC05] and Keim et al. [KAF∗08, KKEM10]
shaped the subject of visual analytics today. In general, discourse-
based research enables researchers to translate their experience and
observations into insight on a specific topic, engage in scholarly
discussions and critiques, and propose new methodologies and re-
search directions. While it is not feasible to include many discourse
papers in this brief review, here we highlight a number of important
papers representing different research fora.

Discussions and Critiques. Tory and Möller discussed the sub-
ject division in VIS [TM04] and argued for the importance of the

human as a factor to consider during the visualization design pro-
cess [Tor14]. Chen et al. questioned if the term insight answers
the question “what is visualization really for?” [CFB14]. Streeb
critiqued some existing arguments about the biases in VIS [SCK18].
Chen et al. provided analytical reasoning about the cost-benefit of
deploying VIS applications in VR environments [CGJM18]. Di-
mara and Perin offered their answers to the question “what is in-
teraction for VIS?” [DP19]. There are also discourse papers on
discourse. For example, Streeb et al. examined the numerous argu-
ments about the question “why we need visualization” or “visual
analytics” [SEAKC21b, SEAKC21a]. Chen and Edwards examined
a collection of schools of thought or “isms” in VIS [CE20].

Conceptual Models. Built on the VIS pipeline proposed by Van
Wijk [VW05] and VA pipeline by Keim et al. [KAF∗08], Sacha et al.
proposed an extended VA pipeline to include analytical reasoning,
knowledge acquisition and decision making processes in the mind.

Methodologies. Following Munzner’s discourse on design work-
flows, there have been a series of discourse papers on design
study methodologies [SMM12, BDFM14], using guidelines in
design [MSQM15], criteria for rigorous design studies [MD19],
problem-driven visualization [Mar17, HBH∗19], discourse in de-
sign processes [BDRW20], and best design practices [PGBC20,
CFGT20, Par21]. Lam et al., Isrnberg et al., Elmqvist, Saket et
al. provided a series of discourse on evaluation methodologies in
VIS [IIC∗13,LBI∗11,SES16,EY15]. Brehmer et al., Rind et al., and
Kerracher et al. proposed methodologies for tasks abstraction in
VIS [BM13, KK17, RAW∗16].

Research Agenda. Johnson’s discourse on scientific visualiza-
tion research agenda outlined a number of important unsolved prob-
lems [Joh04]. Chen et al. mapped out the pathways for theoretical
advances in VIS [CGJ∗17]. Bradley et al. proposed interdisciplinary
research agenda in conjunction with digital humanity (DH), includ-
ing GT methods in VIS [BEC∗18].

These discourse papers confirm the tradition and the need for
discourse-based research in VIS. We can infer the need for using GT
in studying discourse in VIS. This work provides a new discourse on
an important interdisciplinary topic between VIS and social science.
In particular, we discuss the need for increasing the uses of GT
methods in VIS, and propose a VIS-assisted GT workflow that can
benefit from VIS techniques and tools as well as empirical studies.

2.2. Applications of GT in VIS

GT has been accepted as a major qualitative research methodol-
ogy by the field of human-computer interaction for at least two
decades [Cre02]. Knigge and Cope [KC06] proposed an integrated
analytical method that combines GT, geographic information sys-
tems, and ethnography in the area of environment and planning, and
coined the term Grounded Visualization. In the context of visualiza-
tion, Kandogan and Lee applied GT methods to study visualization
guidelines [KL16]. Isenberg et al. used GT for evaluation in VIS
and referred to it as Grounded Evaluation [IZCC08]. Seldmair et
al. proposed a new design study methodology and compared it
with other methodologies such as ethnography, action research, and
GT [SMM12]. Lee et al. used GT to construct a grounded model of
guidelines for making sense of unfamiliar visualizations [LKH∗15].
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Bigelow et al. used GT to investigate how VIS designers work
with data [BWI20]. Lundgard and Satyanarayan used GT to under-
stand the semantics of natural language descriptions and derived a
four-level model of semantic content [LS21]. Diehl et al. collected
discourse on different visualization guidelines and practices and
applied GT to study the collected corpus [DKAR∗20, DAREA∗18].

In Section 5, we will discuss previous work in the VIS literature
even further, which may feature GT-link workflows. In Section 6, we
will use the work by Diehl et al. [DKAR∗20] to inform the discourse
on how VIS techniques and VIS empirical studies may be used in
GT workflows.

3. Grounded Theory: Terminology and Concepts

Grounded Theory (GT) is a research methodology centered on the
principle that theories must be grounded in the data†. GT was first
proposed by Glaser and Strauss for sociological research [GS67]
with the goal of constructing and scrutinizing theories from data.
Applications of GT normally feature two major processes: (i) data
collection, e.g., in the form of examples, counter examples, and
case studies; and (ii) data analysis where data is examined through
methods such as as categorization, coding, constant comparative
analysis, negative case analysis, and memoing. The ultimate goal of
GT is to derive a theory from raw data and/or scrutinize a proposed
theory systematically by constantly and continuously sampling the
data space, analyzing the data captured, and refining the theory until
it reaches theoretical saturation. The first two columns of Table 1
summarize and compare these methods.

In addition, in the original proposal of the classic GT [GS67],
Glaser and Strass articulated the need for computing statistical mea-
sures for the categorized data, and for placing the statistical measures
in tables intelligently such that the relationships among different cat-
egories can be observed. These two methods remind us of the basic
activities in “analytics” and “visualization” in VIS, while we can
easily understand why these two words were absent in the original
proposal of GT [GS67] due to the historical context. We therefore
added two extra rows at the end of Table 1 to highlight the presence
of “analytics” and “visualization” in GT. The formal descriptions
of these methods and principles, which was compiled based on the
work of Willig [Wil13], can be found in Appendix A.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the scope of GT has been broadened
over the past five decades [KF14]. The original version of GT as-
serted that a theory must be “naturally” emerged from the data,
and GT researchers must be open-minded and must abstain from
existing theories in the literature. 1990 saw the first major extension
of the scope. Strauss (one of the original proposers) and Corbin
challenged this assertion, reinterpreting “open mind” as not “empty
mind” [SC90]. This broadened the scope of GT beyond the restric-
tion of studying “naturally-emerged” theories only. In 2006, Char-
maz, a student of Strauss and Glaser, further broadened the scope
of GT by allowing GT researchers to use their prior knowledge
more actively, especially in coding, sampling, raising questions,

† GT itself is not a theory. In this paper, the term “a theory” means a
theoretical postulation that is to be formulated and evaluated using GT
methods, unless it is stated explicitly as a confirmed theory.

and designing further iterations [Cha06]. Meanwhile, Glaser ar-
gued to preserve the original scope of GT, which is now referred to
as Classic GT, while the two extended versions are referred to as
Straussian GT and Constructivist GT respectively. The insistence
for maintaining the “pure GT” is often referred to as Glaserian GT.

Several other extensions were proposed before or around 2010.
The SAGE Handbook of Grounded Theory edited by Bryant and
Charmaz [BC10b] consists of 27 articles on GT, featuring differ-
ent versions and applications of GT. In their introductory article
of the handbook [BC10a], Bryant and Charmaz explicitly defined
“grounded theory method as a family of methods,” and marked the
handbook as a celebration of difference. In another article, Denzin
identified seven versions of GT, positivist, postpositivist, construc-
tivist, objectivist, postmodern, situational, and computer assisted
GT [Den10], with the first three roughly corresponding to the afore-
mentioned classic GT and its two extensions.

In their introductory chapter [BC10a], Bryant and Charmaz also
noted that the original GT did not in anyway reject quantitative
methods. Glaser and Strauss “intended to show such [qualitative]
research projects could produce outcomes of equal significance to
those produced by the predominant statistical-quantitative, primarily
mass survey methods of the day.” “Glaser has always argued that the
method applies equally to quantitative inquiry.” In fact, Glaser and
Strauss clearly stated in their 1967 book [GS67]:‡ “Our position in
this book is as follows: there is no fundamental clash between the
purposes and capacities of qualitative and quantitative methods or
data. ... We believe that each form of data is useful for both verifica-
tion and generation of theory, whatever the primacy of emphasis. ...
In many instances, both forms of data are necessary.” Many scholars
have adopted mixed-methods approaches featuring both qualitative
and quantitative methods. For example, Brannen included GT as a
major method in her 1995 book on mixed methods [Bra95]. Almost
all books thereafter on mixed methods approaches have included
GT as component method (e.g., [Cre02, TNMC04, Ber18]). In 2010,
Johnson et al. proposed a mixed-methods version of GT (MM-GT)
for “connecting theory generation with theory testing” [JMT10].

The contemporary, broadened scope of GT provides an ideal
research framework for applying qualitative research methods to
the discourse data in the field of VIS, while the GT-based studies
can benefit from the research methods familiar to visualization
researchers, such as digital data collection, text visualization, and
empirical studies.

4. Comparing GT Workflows and VA Workflows

Grounded Theory (GT) advocates research workflows that are differ-
ent from the traditional hypothesis-testing workflows. As illustrated
in Figure 2, the two types of workflows differ in several ways:

• A hypothesis-testing workflow WHT begins with reading the liter-
ature to formulate a hypothesis, while a GT workflow WGT begins
with defining phenomena to be studied without any hypothesis.
Note that the notion “without any hypothesis” strictly belongs

‡ The italicized excerpts were highlighted by Glaser and Strauss originally
in their book [GS67].
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Table 1: A summary of the principles and methods of grounded theory, and an outlook on how computer-assisted implementation may
complement the traditional implementation of the grounded theory (GT) methodology [Wil13]. In the last two rows, we use place “analytics”
and “visualization” in quotation marks because they are not the original terms used in traditional implementation of GT methods.

Methods and Principles Traditional Implementation Computer-assisted Implementation
Categorization Close reading; category identification. Distant reading with statistics and statistical graphics; cluster

and similarity analysis; text analysis & visualization.

Theorization Taxonomy & ontology construction; entity rela-
tionships (e.g., correlation, association, causality,
etc.); guidelines; conceptual models.

Visual analytics; machine learning; algorithmic taxonomy &
ontology learning; correlation, association analysis & causality
analysis; dimensionality reduction; modelling & simulation.

Coding Close reading and labelling; open coding; axial
coding; selective coding.

Text and discourse analysis; text visualization; similarity & asso-
ciation analysis; network visualization; ontology mapping.

Comparative Analysis Iterative close reading; comparing different op-
tions of category abstraction; continuous refine-
ment of the categorization scheme; proposing
new categories or categorization schemes.

Iterative and continuous effort for distant reading with statis-
tics and statistical graphics; cluster & similarity analysis; topic
modelling; text visualization; algorithmic taxonomy & ontology
learning.

Negative Case Analysis Close reading; negative case identification &
analysis.

Algorithmic outlier analysis & anomaly detection.

Memoing Memo-writing; sketch-drawing; systematically
recording the ideas and actions related to the
development of a theory.

Online discussion forum; crowd sourcing; provenance visualiza-
tion; data collection from social media.

Theoretical Sensitivity Testing a theory against old and new data (i.e.,
“Interact” with data); analysis of applicability,
negative cases, and possible new categories.

Computer-assisted data collection; data analysis & visualization.

Theoretical Sampling Data collection; empirical studies (e.g., con-
trolled experiments, surveys, focus groups, field
observation, etc.); interview transcription.

Online discussion forum, crowd sourcing; data collection
from social media; computer-assisted experiments; computer-
mediated group activities; observation of online activities.

Theoretical Saturation Data collection and analysis until theoretical sat-
uration has been achieved.

Computer-assisted platforms for facilitating the longevity and
provenance of the GT processes.

“Analytics” Computing statistical measures of categorized
data.

Statistical inference; data mining; data modelling; visual analyt-
ics.

“Visualization” Displaying statistical measures in tables with
intelligent alignment.

General-purpose and special-purpose visual representations; in-
teractive visualization; visual analytics.

to the Classic GT or Glaserian GT, as the broadened versions
of GT, such as Straussian GT and Constructivist GT, considered
that it would be natural to have thoughts on the phenomena to be
studied.

• In WHT , one collects data in order to test a hypothesis, while in
WGT , one collects all collectable data associated with the phe-
nomena. With a known hypothesis, one can normally collect data
by focusing on a few independent and dependent variables, where
the notion of dependency is usually part of the hypothesis to be
tested. Without any hypothesis, one normally has to collect less
focused data featuring many variables.

• In WHT , collected data represents the sampling of the independent
variables that are predefined for a hypothesis, and typically statis-
tical analysis are used to derive measures about predefined depen-
dent variables. The statistical properties associated with both inde-
pendent and dependent variables are used to reason about the hy-
pothesized relationships among these variables, e.g., scatter plots
may be more useful than parallel coordinates plots [KZZM12], vi-
sualization processes benefit from human knowledge [KARC17].

In WGT , as independent and dependent variables are not pre-
defined, it is necessary to analyze the collected data to identify
such variables by “coding”, which attempts to identify from data
a number of concepts (or attributes) and the categories (or types)
of each concept (or attribute). Mathematically, a concept (or an
attribute) is variable, and a category (or a type) is a valid value
of a variable. As shown in the lower half of Figure 2, coding and
data analysis are two highly integrated processes.

• In WHT , data is often collected in an organized tabular form, while
in WGT , data is often collected as free-form textual data or less-
organized tabular data (e.g., tabular cells may have inconsistent
or missing data values). Hence, GT methods are often used to
study discourse data.

• In Figure 2, WGT appears to be more iterative than WHT . Later
we will point out that WHT is also iterative but in a different way.

Although the terms “hypothesis” and “hypothesis testing” do
not appear in the GT workflow illustrated in Figure 2, it would be
overly-strict to assume the absence of hypotheses. For example,
to derive a categorization scheme using coding, the researcher has
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Figure 2: A traditional hypothesis testing workflow is juxtaposed with a GT workflow, which is detailed in the lower half of the figure.

to contemplate different optional schemes and hypothesize their
meaningfulness and usefulness. The judgement about theoretical
sensitivity and saturation involves hypotheses as to whether new
effort for data collection, coding, or data analysis would change the
theoretical findings obtained so far.

Although the terms “statistics” and “visualization” do not appear
in the GT workflow illustrated in Figure 2, they are very much part
of the data analysis process in GT since it was proposed [GS67].
As mentioned in Section 3 and Table 1, after coding, the researcher
typically derives statistical measures for different categories (or
types) for each concept (or attribute). Glass and Strauss particu-
larly articulated the need to design appropriate data tables where
statistical measures can be aligned intelligently to reveal relations
among different categories (or types) and among different concepts
(or attributes). Although such visual observation can clearly benefit
from visualization techniques, likely and understandably, Glass and
Strauss had limited access to visualization techniques at that time
(more than five decades ago).

This reminds us of visual analytics (VA) workflows outlined by
Keim et al. [KAF∗08]. The upper half of Figure 3 juxtaposes WHT
and WGT with a VA workflow WVA. We encode process-blocks of a
similar function using the same color. In general, “Testing Hypothe-
sis” in WHT is a data analysis process, while “Analyzing Data” in
WHT can be seen as a technically simpler version of “Mining Data”
and “Visualizing Data” in WVA.

In the lower half of Figure 3, we add the “Mining Data” and “Vi-

sualizing Data” processes in WVA into the “Analyzing Data” process
in WGT . Such an integration is an implementation of Denzin’s pro-
posal of computer assisted GT [Den10]. We refer to such a workflow
as VIS-assisted GT methodology, and denote it as WV IS4GT . In the
right column of Table 1, we elaborate various VA techniques that
may be used for assisting different GT methods.

Although the WHT workflows in Figures 2 and 3 do not feature
any feedback loop, traditional hypothesis-testing workflows are in
fact fairly iterative. In particular, in psychology and VIS, many
hypotheses have been evaluated by multiple empirical studies over
a long period, which often feature different experiment designs and
different analytical methods, and lead to different conclusions. For
example, Kuang et al. conducted a study to test a hypothesis that
scatter plots (SPs) are more effective than parallel coordinates plots
(PCPs), and obtained a positive conclusion [KZZM12]. Kanjanabose
et al. noticed the “theoretical sensitivity” of the conclusion, and
designed a study to collect new data for comparing SPs, PCPs and
data tables [KARC15]. The data analysis showed that data tables are
more effective than SPs and PCPs for value retrieval tasks, PCPs are
more effective for some tasks such as clustering, outlier detection,
and change detection. On the topic of perceiving correlation through
SPs, there are over 20 hypothesis-testing studies in the literature
(see literature review by Sher et al. [SBLC17]).

For hypothesis testing, a hypothesis is usually iteratively tested
by different research teams in different WHT workflows. We refer to
such iterative research workflows as external iterations. For a GT
study, it is often the same researcher that conducts multiple iterations
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Figure 3: Juxtaposing a traditional hypothesis testing workflow, a GT workflow, and a VA workflow, we can observe that their key processes
blocks share similar functionality, e.g., orange blocks for data collection, green blocks for data analysis, and cyan blocks for data-informed
decision making, knowledge acquisition, and hypothesis/theory generation. As the modern GT scope encompasses computer-assisted techniques
and hypothesis testing, we can embrace an iterative VIS-assisted GT workflow (VIS4GT) as illustrated in the lower half of this figure.

as shown in Figure 2. We refer to such iterative research workflows
as internal iterations. With the increasing adoption of GT methods
in different applications (Figure 1), it becomes more common for
different research teams to study the same set of phenomena through
external iterations. The lower half of Figure 3 illustrates both internal
and external iterations in such a VIS-assisted GT workflow WV IS4GT .
Based on the above reasoning, we can conclude:

1. A corpus of discourse collected in the field of VIS can be studied
using GT in order to infer theories as GT workflows are particu-
larly suitable the free-form textual data in such a corpus;

2. A proposed visualization theory (e.g., a guideline) should be
grounded in the data, and thus GT methods can be used to study
such a theory;

3. When a visualization theory (e.g., a guideline) is considered as a
phenomenon to be studied using GT methods, the data collected
will likely feature the conditions and contexts in which the theory
is applicable or not;

4. Many VA techniques, including text analysis and visualization,
can be used to assist GT research;

5. Controlled experiments for theory testing are part of GT iteration,

if the hypothesis to be tested is a proposed theory originally
derived from previous iterations.

As illustrated in Figure 1, these conclusions are consistent with
the broadened scope of GT.

5. Where are GT Approaches in VIS?

From the previous two sections, we can observe that the Classic
GT does include statistics and table-based “visualization” as part of
GT workflows. As depicted in Figure 1, the contemporary schools
of thought embrace external iterations, computer-assisted GT and
empirical studies, all of which hinge on the interpretation that “open
mind” is “not empty mind” [SC90]. Nevertheless, these schools of
thought all agree that theories to be postulated and evaluated in GT
workflows must be grounded in real-world data. In other words, there
must be a provenance for a sequence of GT workflows, regardless
internal and/or external iterations, with which such a theory can
be traced back to some real-world data. As most GT applications
feature qualitative data and free-form textual data, we consider
here such discourse, text, and imagery corpora in the following
visualization contexts:
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• Context A: Research papers and discourse about them;
• Context B: Visualization guidelines and discourse about them;
• Context C: Visualization images and discourse about them;
• Context D: Discourse about subject developments;
• Context E: Discourse about schools of thought;
• Context F: Discourse about design practices;
• Context G: Discourse about visualization literacy.

5.1. Explicitly-Labelled GT Approaches

Visualization researchers have been studying such textual corpora
for decades. In some cases, the terms of “grounded theory” or “open
coding” were mentioned in the published work. These explicitly-
labelled GT work in VIS include:

Context A. Isenberg et al. [IIS∗16] conducted a retrospective analy-
sis of keywords in VIS papers. The use of GT was mentioned. Kim
et al. [KJRK21] applied GT to study papers published for the last
20 years on visualization accessibility. Using coding and thematic
analysis, they derived a design space for accessible visualization.

Context B. Kandogan and Lee [KL16] conducted an extensive GT
study on visualization guidelines. They extract some 550 guide-
lines from books, papers, and blogs, and formulated five high-level
concepts (i.e., data, visualization, user, insight, device) as well as
qualifiers and sub-concepts. They examined patterns, relations, and
co-occurrences among them. Diehl et al. [DKAR∗20] used GT to
study the posts on an open discourse forum, VisGuides, specially for
discussing visualization guidelines. They followed the contemporary
schools of thought in GT, and used text analytics and visualization
and empirical studies in their GT workflow. Bigelow et al. [BWI20]
applied GT to analyze the interviews with data workers and identi-
fied concepts and categories, from which they derived guidelines.

Context C. Lundgard and Satyanarayan [LS21] used GT to study
the semantic content of natural language descriptions that accom-
pany visualization images. Lee et. al [LKH∗15] used GT to analyze
different high-dimensional multivariate visualizations that are con-
sidered unfamiliar to novice users in order to derive a model of
novice users’ sense making processes.

Context D. Chandrasegaran et al. [CBK∗17] proposed to integrate
VA techniques into GT practices in qualitative text analysis. Sperrle
et al. [SEAG∗21] used GT to analyze qualitative feedback and
findings on human-related factors that influence human-centered
machine learning.

Context E. We have not found explicitly-labelled GT work on
schools of thought in VIS.

Context F. Rajabiyazdi et al. [RPOC20] used GT to study focus
group discussions in relation to patient-generated data visualization.
Leon et al. [LLB20] used GT to study survey data on designing
global choropleth maps. The work by Kim et al. [KJRK21], men-
tioned in the context A also falls into this context.

Context G. Adar and Lee [AL20] applied GT to a corpus of com-
municative visualization and interview data. They built their GT
workflows on Bloom’s taxonomy for teaching, learning, and assess-
ing [BAC∗01]. The work demonstrates “open mind is not empty
mind” – a contemporary school of thought in GT.

5.2. Implicitly-labelled or Unlabeled GT Approaches

Many research papers in VIS involved extensive study of research
papers, a collection of which is a text corpus. Hence such work
would have featured GT-like workflows, though GT was rarely
explicitly mentioned. Consider the aforementioned seven contexts:

Context A. Many researchers proposed categorization schemes, ty-
pologies, taxonomies and ontologies based on extensive literature
research. The effort for identifying taxa in a taxonomy or an entity in
an ontology is very similar to coding in GT, while determining hier-
archical and ontological relations is a form of theorization. Examples
of such papers include [BCD∗12, BKT∗21, LBI∗11, ARCL20].

Many survey papers, which also fall into Context A, produced
categorization schemes, taxonomies, ontologies, guidelines, and
models that also feature other contexts. For example,

• Context B. Borgo et al. [BKC∗13] collected a list of guidelines
on glyph-based visualization.

• Context D. Rogowitz et al., Tovanich et al., Crisan et al. examined
the issues of subject development of VIS (e.g., history, diversity,
polarization, and biases) through the lens of research papers and
conferences [RDI∗19, TDI21, CFGT20].

• Context E. A few papers extracted the categories of different
schools of thought or arguments in VIS, e.g., [SEAKC21b,CE20].

• Context F. Many papers proposed design methods, design spaces,
and design guidelines based on literature research, e.g., [HBH∗19,
HQC∗18, CJS∗21].

• Context G. Liu et al. [LAB∗21] developed a taxonomy of visual-
ization resources for improving visualization literacy.

Some research papers report categorization schemes, typolo-
gies, taxonomies, guidelines, methodologies, and conceptual mod-
els directly from focus group discussions and interviews, e.g.,
[MD19, Par21] in Context F.

6. Why and How to Adopt GT Approaches in VIS?

Visualization and visual analytics (VIS) has always and will con-
tinue to provide other disciplines with effective and efficient tech-
niques and tools for supporting data intelligence workflows that
humans need to gain information and knowledge from data and
to make data-informed decisions. As a technology, VIS offers a
invaluable bridge between machine-centric processes (e.g., digital
data collection, statistics, algorithms, computational models, etc.)
and human-centric processes (e.g., perception, cognition, knowl-
edge acquisition, decision making, etc.). As a scientific subject, VIS
is an interdisciplinary study of both machine- and human-centric
processes in the context of visualization, and in particular, the inter-
actions between these two types of processes. As Chen and Jänicke
observed through the lens of information theory, when a visualiza-
tion process is considered as a data communication process, we
normally know the encoder well, but not the decoder [CJ10]. In
comparison with the algorithms and software for the “encoders”, we
have rather vague understanding about the “decoders”.

Based on above reasoning, the field of VIS should feature a fair
amount of social science research. Perhaps it is self-evident that
the amount of social science research in VIS has reached the level
that is necessary for understanding the “decoders”. Most social
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science research in VIS has been conducted in the form of empirical
studies, largely related to psychology, one of the many subjects
in social science. As shown in the survey by Abdul-Rahman et
al. [ARBC∗19], the number of VIS publications on empirical studies
has been increasing in recent years. There is no doubt a need for
significantly more social science research in VIS, because:

• Understanding VIS needs discourse. — As reviewed in Section 2,
many discourse papers have played a significant role in VIS, e.g.,
Van Wijk’s values of visualization [VW05] and Munzner’s nested
model [Mun09]. Many ideas raised in these discourse papers can
benefit from community participation in discussions to enrich and
improve these ideas over a period. In many cases, new ideas can
emerge or be explored before they become mature enough for
a publication. In VIS, ideally, there are more opportunities for
researchers to participate in discussing various discourse topics,
through discussion fora as well as formal publications. As a sci-
entific discipline, VIS can prosper from discourses, discussions,
or debates, which in GT terms, are “theoretical sampling”, facili-
tate “comparative analysis” and “negative case analysis”, and can
reveal “theoretical sensitivity” (Table 1).

• Discourse needs abstraction. — When a scientific or scholarly
subject reaches a certain level of maturity, the scientists or schol-
ars will naturally attempt to make abstraction and generalization
from empirical evidence and practical experience [CE20]. The
researchers in VIS have always pursued and striven for this. GT
was developed to assist in abstraction and generalization pro-
cesses. For example, the most commonly-adopted GT method,
coding, is essentially an abstraction method for reducing diverse
and complex textual descriptions to a number of categories. The
intelligent table-based display of statistics proposed by Glaser
and Strauss [GS67] was intended to discover abstract and gen-
eralizable relationships among different categories. Meanwhile,
iterative applications of GT workflows with continuous sampling,
comparative analysis, and negative case analysis are quality as-
surance processes for abstraction and generation.

• Abstraction needs VIS assistance. — GT workflows have been
primarily human-centric processes, and will continue to be in the
foreseeable future. Using VIS to assist GT is not in any way in-
tended to replace human-centric processes with machine-centric
processes, since visualization and interaction are human-centric
processes [SEAG∗21]. VIS can significantly improve the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of GT workflows, which will be dis-
cussed in detail in the following four subsections. On the one
hand, when GT workflows are employed to study VIS discourse,
VIS researchers are the domain experts as well as technology-
enablers. They will naturally employ different VIS techniques
to enrich and improve their GT4VIS workflows. Hopefully, the
success of employing VIS techniques can be translated to wide
deployment of VIS4GT in many other GT workflows.

The increasing use of VIS techniques will no doubt increase
the know-how about GT4VIS and VIS4GT in the field of VIS.
In the following four subsections, we describe our experience of
GT4VIS and VIS4GT when we used GT methods for analyzing
discourse on visualization guidelines. While such experience is
not a comprehensive instruction about how to deliver GT4VIS and
VIS4GT solutions, we hope that it will prompt VIS colleagues to
develop additional and improved GT4VIS and VIS4GT solutions.

6.1. Open Discourse

In general, online discourse fora have been more effective in gath-
ering discourse that can be studied using GT methods. VisGuides
(https://visguides.org/) is an online discussion forum dedi-
cated to visualization guidelines [DAREA∗18]. It allows registered
users to pose questions and offer advice on visualization, propose
and recommend guidelines, share positive and negative experience
about certain guidelines, report and reason about successes, failures,
and conflicts of guidelines, and suggest ways to refine guidelines.

A guideline essentially defines a causal relation that an action
A will cause a consequence B under condition C. In many cases,
guidelines are expressed as “one should do A”, implying a negative
consequence. In most cases, the condition C is yet to be precisely de-
fined. Such a guideline would be considered as a postulated theory in
social science and many other fields. With hundreds of visualization
guidelines available in the literature [KL16], it would take a very
long time for all proposed guidelines to be investigated thoroughly.

VisGuides serves as a digital platform to supply both the postu-
lated theories, i.e., the visualization guidelines to be developed and
investigated, and the data, i.e., the discourses that can be used to
generate, evaluate, and refine the theories.

From the GT perspective, VisGuides provides a mechanism for
community-based “theoretical sampling”, facilitating the evaluation
of “theoretical sensitivity”. For example, when the failure of a guide-
line under a specific condition is reported, it is a “negative case”
to be analysed, indicating that the guideline is still theoretically
sensitive.

VisGuides was launched on September 27, 2017, and according
to the latest count, the forum received 577 posts on December 1,
2021, which include contributions from users with different visual-
ization backgrounds, ranging from undergraduate students to highly-
respected visualization experts (e.g., in alphabetic order, Niklas
Elmqvist, Stephen Few, Eduard Gröller, Robert Kosara, Liz Marai,
Theresa-Marie Rhyne, and Bernice Rogowitz, among others).

VisGuides has been also used for visualization education, pro-
viding a platform for students to discuss their visual designs, seek
advice on visualization guidelines, and offer their discourse on indi-
vidual guidelines [DFTW∗21].

6.2. Support Coding

As mentioned in Section 5, coding has been used by many VIS
researchers in categorizing discourse data and other complex data.
In the case of discourse data from VisGuides, we have applied
open coding, axial coding, and selective coding to the data. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the main steps for transforming raw discourse data
(a) to coded concepts and categories in spreadsheets (b), which is
then transformed to statistical graphics (c). The detailed descrip-
tions of these steps can be found in an arXiv report by Diehl et
al. [DKAR∗20].

As mentioned in earlier sections, Glaser and Strauss considered
statistics as a post-coding step and used data tables to display statis-
tical measures [GS67]. Today, most users can easily create statistical
graphics for such data tables. While tables can display data more pre-
cisely, statistical graphics can enable users to overview and compare
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Table 1

D1:	Main	
Purpose Ask	for	Advice Offer	Advice

Discuss	
Guideline

Seek	
Clarifica=on

Social	
Conversa=on Administra=on

32% 35% 16% 5% 2% 10%

D2:	Guideline	
Men=oning Direct Indirect Implicit Unclear None

17% 9% 6.5% 9% 58.50%

D3:	Evidence Detailed Brief Unclear None

54.5% 29% 1.5% 15%

D4:	Main	
Scope Case-based Condi=onal Contextual General Unclear No	Focal	Topic

59.5% 5% 17.5% 6.5% 0.5% 11%

D5:	An=thesis Neutral So	far	so	good Objec=on Unclear

32% 56.5% 11% 0.5%

D6:	Convic=on Neutral DoubRul Sugges=ve Affirma=ve Unclear

49.5% 11.5% 25.5% 13% 0.5%
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Figure 4: Using statistical graphics and interactive visualization to support coding and categorisation of posts on VisGuides. The parallel
coordinates plot in (d) is used for further analysis and theorization. For detailed descriptions about these images, please see [DKAR∗20].

many statistical measures quickly. For example, during coding, GT
researchers frequently encounter a dilemma whether to merge two or
a few proposed categories. The relative sizes of different categories
(i.e., the numbers of data samples in different categories) are usually
important factors that influence the decision. Statistical graphics can
enable data comparison more efficiently than data tables.

6.3. Enable Analysis and Theorization

For reasoning about the relationships among coded categories, the
GT proposers, Glaser and Strauss, recommend aligning the numbers
in the data table intelligently. This is indeed a multivariate data
visualization problem. For example, Figure 4(d) shows a parallel
coordinates plot for investigating the relationships among different
categories under concepts (i.e., variables) H1, H2, ..., H6. The thick-
ness or opacity and the lines encodes the percentage/proportions of
a given category and dimension. A GT researcher can interactively
brush categories (e.g., the categories of “Discuss Guideline” (red)
and “Offer Advice” (blue), and observe the strength of their rela-
tionships with other categories. There is little doubt that interactive
visualization can significantly improve the process of aligning table
items intelligently.

There are many other multivariate analytical and visualization
techniques that can be used for supporting GT, especially, the pro-
cesses of comparative analysis, negative case analysis, and theoriza-
tion. For example, one can have tree visualization for proposed tax-
onomy; graph visualization for proposed ontology, association, and
causality; VA-based clustering and anomaly detection for compara-
tive analysis and negative case analysis; and coordinated multiple
views for complex analysis and theorization in GT workflows.

6.4. Facilitate Theoretical Sampling

Because the GT processes in earlier parts of a GT workflows typi-
cally focus on coding free-form textual data for which categorization
schemes are not yet defined, close reading of raw data has always
been a dominant mechanism. We do not suggest replacing automated
text analysis with close reading in GT workflows.

However, all those who have experienced a coding exercise ap-
preciate the time-consuming nature of close reading. Although the
coding activities are required to be “open-minded”, in practice, con-
templating and exploring many optional categorization schemes is
usually hindered by lack of human and time resources. The difficul-
ties in contemplating and exploring options fundamentally hamper

the GT principle of “Theoretical Sampling”, i.e., one cannot afford
to sample many options.

Text analysis and visualization is a family of VA techniques that
can significantly alleviate the difficulties in contemplating and ex-
ploring optional categorization schemes. With such techniques, a
GT researcher can contemplate a categorization scheme using a
collection of keywords that are mapped to different concepts and
categories. The text algorithms can scan the raw text and attempt
to determine the category (or categories) of the text concerned.
Text visualization can quickly display the results, enabling the GT
researcher to judge if the proposed categorization scheme is promis-
ing or not, and if further close reading should be performed. In this
way, the GT researchers can explore more optional categorization
schemes, as required by the GT principle of “Theoretical Sampling”.

In addition to statistical graphics for displaying the measures of
the proposed categories, graph visualization can be used to depict
the relationships between the categories. For example, Figures 5(a,b)
show two visual representations used in conjunction with category
analysis (i.e., referred to as entity analysis in text mining).

Text visualization can also support close reading. Figure 5(c)
shows a lexical episode plot [GREA15] used to depict the evolution
of the discourse over time. The analytical algorithm automatically
detects compact chains of n-grams and highlights them beside an
abstract overview of the complete text. We can interactively zoom-
in to the interesting text areas for close reading. Large versions
of Figure 5, plus further details about using text VA to analyze
VisGuides discourse, can be found in an arXiv report by Diehl et
al. [DKAR∗20].

6.5. Address Theoretical Sensitivity

Theoretical Sensitivity is another important principle of GT. It obli-
gates GT researchers to address uncertainty in a postulated theory
generated in the previous iterations by continuing the iterative work-
flow, including collecting more data if necessary. One contention in
the early schools of thought of GT was whether empirical studies
would be considered as GT methods. On the one hand, empirical
studies are typically designed to test certain hypotheses, which ap-
peared not to be open-minded. On the other hand, apart from the first
iteration, all other iterations in a GT workflow must be influenced by
the findings in the previous iterations. Such findings are hypotheses
until theoretical saturation. Many researchers argued for the exten-
sion of the traditional GT to include controlled empirical studies
in order to evaluate and validate hypotheses [HP92, HP03, BL12].
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(a) a named entity graph [EASG∗17] (b) a topic tree [EASD∗19] (c) a Lexical Episode Plot [GREA15]

Figure 5: Three different visual text analytics techniques were used in supporting theoretical sampling during the workflow for studying the
discourse on VisGuides. For a high resolution version of the images, see [DKAR∗20]; and for more detailed explanations, see [EAJS∗19].

(a) two stimuli (MS-Excel and Tableau) (b) the VR experimental setting and two stimuli (plain and office scene)

Figure 6: The data collection settings for the two empirical studies (Section 6.5), which were designed to address the theoretical sensitivity of
two visualization guidelines: (a) “Use interaction in visualization sparsely and cautiously”, and (b) “Don’t replicate the real world in VR”.

As mentioned in Section 3, Strauss and Corbin reinterpreted “open
mind” as not “empty mind” [SC98], opening the door for the inclu-
sion of empirical studies in GT as mixed method GT.

During the close reading of VisGuides discourse, we noticed two
threads of posts suggesting some VIS guidelines are still theoret-
ically sensitive (i.e., not yet conclusive). One thread [eas17] was
initiated by VisGuides user east101 to discuss a guideline “Use in-
teraction in visualization sparsely and cautiously ...” [Grö08]. In the
forum, user groeller explained that “interaction typically requires
considerable effort and cognitive load.”. User jamesscottbrown
later presented a contrasting argument: “... there is generally little
cost (to the user) associated with adding such interactivity to a visu-
alisation ...’’. In order to address the theoretical sensitivity shown in
this thread of discussion, we conducted an empirical study to col-
lect more targeted data. Another thread was initiated by VisGuides
user matthias.kraus on the topic “(Don’t / Do) Replicate the
Real World in VR?” [mat18]. In this thread, the user asked whether
the guideline “Rule #7: Don’t Replicate the Real World” [Elm]
would still hold in a reality (VR) context. The thread received a fair
amount of discussion, among others, a comment by Nilkas Elmqvist
(user elm), confirming that his guideline was meant to include VR.
Similarly we noticed the theoretical sensitivity, and conducted an
empirical study to collect more targeted data. Figure 6 shows some
stimuli used in the study.

Both empirical studies are reported in the arXiv report by Diehl
et al. [DKAR∗20]. In the context of this paper, these two studies
show that the existing knowledge and experience of conducting
empirical studies in VIS can enrich GT workflows for studying
VIS phenomena. In these two cases, the phenomena are about two
visualization guidelines, and the discourse data collected initially
through VisGuides exhibits a high-level of theoretical sensitivity.

Further data collection and analysis is necessary, and empirical
studies enable us to collect data on a narrowly-focused topic more
quickly than a discourse forum.

7. Discussions and Conclusions

In this paper, we present our qualitative analysis of the role of
visualization and visual analytics (VIS) in grounded theory (GT)
workflows. Our study confirms the following findings:

1. GT methods are particularly useful for studying discourse data.
VIS is an interdisciplinary field involving the study of humans,
and can benefit from adopting social science research methods.

2. Discourse research is not uncommon in VIS and has significant
impact on VIS development. More discourse, including open
discourse fora, should be encouraged and facilitated.

3. Since the birth of GT, statistics have been part of GT work-
flows. Contemporary schools of thought in GT embrace computer-
assisted GT. GT workflows will welcome visual analytics.

4. The early idea of arranging data tables intelligently was an attempt
of analyzing multivariate data using a crude form of visualiza-
tion. Interactive VIS can significantly enhance such analytical
processes.

5. The requirement for iterative theoretical sampling in GT logi-
cally implies hypothesis-based iterations, since it is not feasible
to ensure totally open-mindedness in succeeding iterations. Con-
temporary schools of thought in GT embrace empirical studies as
part of mixed method GT (MMGT).

Our recommendation. The field of VIS is naturally suitable for
developing research agenda of GT4VIS as well as VIS4GT. We can
start by incorporating more VIS techniques and empirical studies
in GT4VIS workflows, and aspire to provide a family of VIS4GT
techniques to the broad GT communities in other disciplines.
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